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Annual Report 2016-17 

 

Annual Report presented by the Trustees of Abheda Foundation at its 5th 

Annual General body Meeting at 4 pm on 31/07/2017 at the premises of 

Abheda Foundation, Kolkata.  
 

1. Introduction  

 
Trustees and Members,  

 
It is with immense pleasure and proud privilege that I am presenting this 5th Annual Report on the 
various activities of Abheda Foundation for the year 2016-17. I thank all the donors, sponsors, 
members, staff and well-wishers for taking this trust to a greater height. With the hope of more 
vigorous help and support in future, I conclude this brief introduction and would like to outline all 
the activities with facts and figures in the following sections for your consideration and approval.  
 

2. Abheda Foundation – Basic Information  

 
‘Abheda Foundation’, a charitable Trust registered under West Bengal Registration Rules 1962 was 
established on 20th March, 2012 with an objective to offer all development of common people and 
minorities with respect to education, health, socio-economy and culture. Since then the Trust has 
been providing such services as improving the life of the underprivileged in terms of basic living 
and education.  
 
Registration details of the Trust 
 

Type of Registration Authorizing Body Registration No. Valid for 

Trust Registration  W B Registration 
Rules 1962 

02853/2012  Permanently valid  

PAN Income Tax 
Department 

AADTA4977H Permanently valid 

80G Income Tax 
Department 

NA Permanently valid 

12AA Income Tax 
Department 

NA Permanently valid 

 
The Trust has its registered office at 80A, Vivekananda Road, Kolkata – 700 006. It is 

located at the heart of Kolkata in the state of West Bengal. 

Vision 
 
‘Social Inclusion through Digital Inclusion’ 
 
Mission 
 
To impart quality education to underprivileged children using technology resources of the digital 
world, fostering guided and self-organised interactive learning processes.  
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Governance:  
 
Governance of the Trust is entrusted upon two bodies, namely Board of Trustees and General 
Body. Its Board of Trustees comprises nine individuals as follows: 
 

 

Name Professional Involvement Position Work 

Biswajit Mitra  Retired Managing 
Trustee 

Administrator and visionary 

Naresh Baid  Branch Manager, Kotak Bank  Trustee Treasurer 

Pushan Deb  Senior Information 
Technology Architect, IBM  

Trustee Administrator and Event 
Organiser 

Sudip Bej Senior Information 
Technology Architect, IBM  

Trustee Administrator 

Dr. Surojit 
Mookherjee 

Retired from IT Trustee Administrator 

Dr. Somprakash 
Bandopadhyay 

Professor, Indian Institute of 
Management Calcutta 

Trustee Administrator and visionary 

Dr. Kalyan 
Mondal 

Professor, Indian Institute of 
Management Calcutta 

Trustee Major Advisor 

Priyadarshini 
Dey 

PhD scholar, Sociology Trustee Administrator 

Arina Bardhan PhD scholar, Sociology Trustee Administrator 

 

3. Report on activities and Projects  

 

Abheda eSchool Launched 

On the auspicious day of 12th January, 2017 (Swami Vivekananda’s birthday), Abheda 
Foundation’s first completely digital school Abheda eSchool was inaugurated at Sagarpara 
panchayet. Jalangi, Murshidabad. Aimed to be a Life Skill Development Centre (LSDC), this school 
institutes a (digital) service to the underprivileged as Abheda Foundation takes the best of technology 

to the doorsteps of the most deserving. The school will set a standard for a model digital LSDC 
institute in West Bengal and India. As part of LSDC, we have begun with teaching of English 
(through Abheda English), Computer Operations, Painting and Music.  
 
Inauguration of the school was simple yet touching. The Vice Chairperson of Murshidabad Jilla 
Parishad Ms Shahnawaz Begum inaugurated the eSchool expressing hope and satisfaction. 
Biswajit Mitra of Abheda Foundation explained the objective of the eSchool to a sizable gathering 
while Mr. Manoj Ray, Secretary to the local club Raypara Milan Sangha, thanked all special guests 
and general audience for gracing the occasion. A small cultural program was organised to make 
the occasion a memorable one.  
 
An interesting aspect of the making of the eSchool is that it is built 
raising public funds. Well-wishers of Abheda Foundation contributed 
nearly 75% of the total cost. The day-to-day management of Abheda 
eSchool is in the hands of the local club while overall responsibility is 
borne by Abheda Foundation. The reader may visit 
https://www.facebook.com/Abheda-ESchool-266808436994046/ for 
regular updates on Abheda eSchool. 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Abheda-ESchool-266808436994046/
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The school premise is equipped with the best electronics gadgets commensurate with modern 

digital classrooms. The three large classrooms have TVs connected with either Windows desktops 

or Android environments with Wifi internet, Abheda English and other applications to facilitate 

digital teaching. A practical session on quizzes through tablets is conducted every day to 

complement daily lessons. Besides, a number of desktops are used for training on computer 

operations. Music and painting classes have drawn good participation from the students. Periodic 

assessments are planned by Abheda Foundation in the form of examinations and projects.  

 

  

A Classroom 

Section of the Gathering The Inauguration 

The Exterior The Front Look 

A Practical Session with tablets 
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Swami Vivekananda Scholarship Augmented 

The success of Swami Vivekananda Scholarship Program inspired Abheda Foundation to 

enhance the program with more student members and more sponsor members. This new initiative 

named Extend Your Family connects willing sponsors to deserving students. Through an 

examination held in February 2017 and a subsequent scrutiny on financial conditions of the 

successful students, 39 meritorious but financially challenged students of class VII from Canning, 

South 24 Parganas and Jalangi, Murshidabad were chosen as new members of the scholarship 

program. At functions organised on 16th and 23rd April, 2017 at Jalangi and Canning respectively, 

Abheda felicitated the students, presenting them with a certificate, a memento, a tablet with 

Abheda English loaded onto it and a cap with Abheda’s logo printed on it. 

An interesting addition to the ongoing program is that the role of the sponsors is not limited to 

funding alone. A willing sponsor member may opt to monitor progress of its student member(s) 

through an active monitoring process laid out by Abheda. Periodic phone-calls along with regular 

assessments on Abheda English have shown satisfactory progress so far. Apart from English, 

guidance on other subjects and career planning is also in the purview of this program. Medical 

assistance, if any, is guaranteed on case-to-case basis. A uniqueness of this new initiative is that 

the more able existing student members are monitoring the new ones.  

The reader may visit https://www.facebook.com/ExtendYourFamilyWithAbhedaFoundation/ for 

regular updates on the program. Abheda’s website (www.abhedafoundation.org) has general 

details of the program. The count of scholarship holders is presently 60. 

 

The Certificate 

The Organisers and Sponsors 

Rima, an existing scholar, in action 

Our New Family Members 

The New Family Members 

https://www.facebook.com/ExtendYourFamilyWithAbhedaFoundation/
http://www.abhedafoundation.org/
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Development of Application English CourseTutor Initiated 

Abheda Foundation offers a new service to the underprivileged students by unleashing English 
CourseTutor. Its first version will be released on 15th August 2017, which will have features: 
 

1. West Bengal Board's English syllabus is covered, to begin with. All chapters for all classes are 
included in the software. All chapters for a class or some chapters of one's choice may be 
downloaded in a session. 

2. The text belonging to a chapter is pronounced by English CourseTutor. The speed of 
pronunciation can be made to vary by the user. 

3. The user can record and listen to its own version of a text in view. 
4. A word may be magnified while being pronounced. 
5. The meaning of any word may be viewed as a dictionary is attached. 
6. Translation of any word into vernacular language is possible (Bengali to begin with). 
 

The next version, which we plan to release on 12th January 2018, will have two more additions: 

1. Matching (percentage) of user-recorded vis-à-vis application-generated words 
2. Videos explaining the contents of the chapters 
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Self-learning Project for Canning Scholarship Holders Concluded 

It is a major success story for Abheda English. Our Abheda English has been effective for 

those who sincerely complete it. This project proved it beyond doubt.  

We began on 12th January, 2014. Six students received individual tablets on that day. With 

elementary English lessons loaded onto the tablets, they learned and gave us feedback through 

formal assessment and informal discussion. By 12th January, 2015 we completed giving tablets to 

other scholarship holders (42). Periodic phone-calls along with regular examinations followed. 

2015 saw some ups and downs in the learning curves of the students, and finally on 2nd October 

2016 we could conclude the project successfully. 

There are six major outcomes of this project: 

1. The contents developed and feedback received culminated into a unique product Abheda 

English. 

2. The success of this project inspired us to launch an initiative Extend Your Family for enhancing 

the scholarship program. 

3. Efficacy of the contents of Abheda English is proven, so much so that we are now ready to 

replicate it in several Abheda eSchools. 

4. Self-learning model works faster and better than other models if students’ quality is (tad) 

above average and they are adequately motivated. Taking cost into account, a better working 

model would possibly be teaching of students of nearby location by students receiving tablets 

and/or sharing a tablet by collocated students in a locality. 

5. Bonding among the Abheda Foundation family members reached a new height as a result of 

this successful project. 

6. All participants got marks more than 60 in Madhyamik and Higher Secondary examinations. 

The details of this project can be read at http://abhedafoundation.org/project/tablet-projects. 

We have made a documentary on this project. Here is the link - https://youtu.be/tDszpbcRmHE. 

Abheda English – Hindi Released 

Abheda English is now through Hindi too. We had been able to release it on Android platform 
(Google Play Store) in September, 2016. Available free, it now includes in its ambit a greater set 
of English learners at national level. A speciality of this version is that it is written in simple Hindi 
yet keeping all the flavour and fervour of the original application. The reader may download it 
from https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.noisyninja.abheda_droid_hindi.  
 

Abheda Maths Initiated 

The web is full of good educational videos, especially from Khan Academy, which are really helpful 

in explaining the conceptual ideas of a chapter. We at Abheda had done a study and made an 

offering at primary level. This solution, being more of a service in nature (not a product), lists all 

the chapters pertaining to West Bengal Board’s Maths syllabus of class I to IV, and finds out and 

maps related videos from the web to supplement the chapter contents. Discrepancies are noted 

and we endeavour to create the missing videos in future. 

 

http://abhedafoundation.org/project/tablet-projects
https://youtu.be/tDszpbcRmHE
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.noisyninja.abheda_droid_hindi
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Abheda English Enhanced 

Upon a study of ground level needs for building a basic level vocabulary in the students of Abheda 

English, Abheda English (Bengali and Hindi) had been upgraded to a new version with 450 basic 

English words classified into categories. We now insist on learning these Simple Words alongside 

simple sentences. These two chapters constitute the beginner level of Abheda English.  
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Other Support 

 

Working with the local club, Abheda (fully) funded and built its first primary school 
‘ShriRamkrishna Shishu Mandir’ in March 2016 at Chakchaitan Mallikpara, which is a village in 
Sagarpara panchayat of Jalangi block in Murshidabad district as small children were unable to 
commute to nearby schools of adjacent villages in monsoon. Support to this school is being given. 
 
Abheda had been continuing to support projects run by other NGOs using Abheda English, 
although these projects exhibit their usual highs and lows. This includes assessment services, 
consultancy and financial assistance. 
 
The website of Abheda Foundation has been completely redeveloped as the old installation 
was being hacked regularly. The website (www.abhedafoundation.org) looks very decent and is 
full of information. We have also got a Content Management System (CMS) developed so that 
regular updates on the website are easier now. 
 
We are sending newsletters to sympathizers of Abheda Foundation from time to time so that all 
are in the know about latest happenings. 

4. Human Resources  

 
Abheda now has two employees for office work, content development and content delivery. Apart 
from the involvement of the trustees Abheda Foundation has been lucky to have received 
voluntary contributions in terms of effort and money from different sources. Special thanks are 
reserved on our behalf for social worker Mr. Manoj Ray of Jalangi, without whom Abheda eSchool 
would not have been a reality. We hereby also thank innumerable donors for the making of 
Abheda eSchool. Contribution from each of them had been acknowledged in the form of money 
receipts given to them. For translation service (Bengali to Hindi) let us thank Ms Sushmita 
Banerjee, Ms Soushna Bagchi and Ms Sneha Awasthi, who contributed to Abheda English (Hindi) 
to make it release in record time. Mr. Angshuman Hajra needs to be specially mentioned for taking 
up the role of newsletter manager. Mr. Mridul Das must be commended for every effort he puts in 
towards arranging functions or accommodating scholarship holders in every way. Mr. Bhaskar 
Mukherjee has been kind enough to continue supporting us on multimedia design and artwork for 
free – gratitude should be an understatement for him. We thank our volunteers cum monitors for 
communicating with scholarship holders regularly. And lastly, no word of praise is enough for our 
trusted development partner Zabingo for continuous support on Abheda English, website and 
English CourseTutor. 
 
We have been helped by many other people in this year. We are sorry that not everybody’s name 
could be mentioned here.  
 

5. Success Story 

 
Some major success stories beckon in this year for Abheda Foundation.  
 
Firstly, Abheda English has been earning accolade for its comprehensive contents and easy-to-
use yet colourful interface. Self-learning project has seen stupendous success, and Abheda 
eSchool students are learning fast as well. However, the best recognition has been received from 
an anonymous user of Abheda English. Here is what he writes: 
 
 
 

http://www.abhedafoundation.org/
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Secondly, Abheda putting up its first digital school Abheda eSchool for the 
underprivileged is a major leap we had towards serving the most deserved ones.  
 
Thirdly, we consider the self-learning project at Canning to be a major accomplishment. 
Development of some students has been phenomenal. Not only these students, but most of the 
others have grown confidence in writing something on their own, which for some of them was 
unthinkable on their part. Knowing grammar well instils this self-assurance. All Abheda family 
members, participants of this project, secured marks above 60 in English in Madhyamik and Higher 
Secondary exam. 
   

6. Financial Report 
 
Financial stability is very important for an NGO with a fairly substantial number of activities. We 

are happy that we have been able to achieve and maintain this all through. The Audited Financial 

report of the Treasurer for the FY 2016-17 is enclosed for perusal. In a nutshell, the Trust has 

received donation Rs 24,34,698 as income and disbursed Rs 23,74,557 as expenditure with a 

net surplus of Rs 10,73,048. 

Activity based financial analysis off expenses in a graphical representation is as follows: 

 

Donation-
Computers, 

Tablets & Others
28%

Scholarship Exp
13%

Website & 
Documentary Film

2%

Audit & 
Accounts

1%

Miscellaneous
7%

Internet Expenses
2%

Investment School 
Building Jalangi

41%

Salary
6%

Expenses
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Abridged Income and Expenditure Statement                    

 

Income Amount Expenses Amount 

Donation 2434698.00 Donation-Computers,Tablets TV & 
Others 

664055.00 

Interest Received 9613.00 Scholarship Exp 309300.00 

  Website & Documentary Film 47715.84 

  Audit & Accounts 24000.00 

  Miscellaneous 166104.34 

  Internet Expenses 40565.25 

  Investment School Building at Jalangi 977817.00 

  
 

Salary 145000.00 

 

Abridged Balance Sheet 

 

Liabilities as on 31-Mar-2017 Assets as on 31-Mar-2017 

Capital Account     Fixed Assets   1291573.00 

As per Last Accounts 357487.49    Computer 19774.00   

Add: Net Surplus 1073048.57 1430536.06  Television 43982.00   

   Investment for 
School Building 
at Jalangi 

1227817.00  

   Current Assets   162963.06 

     Cash-in-hand 4549.50   

Current Liabilities   24000.00 Bank Accounts 158413.56   

Outstanding Liabilities 24000.00         

       

Total   1454536.06 Total   1454536.06 

 

7. Future Plan 
 
Completion of English CourseTutor 
The first version is nearing completion, but adding videos is an arduous task. We plan to complete 
the second version by 12th January 2018. 

 
Reaching out for students of Abheda English and English CourseTutor 
Although Abheda English – both versions – has been well received by students, who were exposed 
to it, we have not made much effort to publicise the app. Now that its efficacy is proven to 
ourselves, we need to reach out for students who can benefit from it. Some plans are being 
chalked out. 

 
Making Abheda English (Santhali) a reality 
In spite of our best efforts, we have not been able to make the Santhali version a reality. Many 
educated people from Santhal community were contacted and budget was discussed, but we 
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could not initiate its development (translation process). More effort will be put in to find right 
people, who would make things happen. 
 
Establishing one or more Abheda eSchools 
Abheda eSchool at Jalangi is a lucrative proposition for entrepreneurs. Abheda wishes that they 
take up building such schools in franchise model, and run it commercially for the sake of smooth 
operations and quality imparting of education. Abheda will not have any stake however, as it is a 
non-profit organisation. There are interests being shown by entrepreneurs. 
  
Continuing with existing projects and programs 
The Vivekananda Scholarship program and Abheda eSchool at Jalangi will be supported. Working 
with other NGOs was not smooth as we tried to budge into their curriculum and failed in the 
inroad. But still whatever was started has to be supported.  
 
 

8. Conclusion 

 
Friends, I am fortunate to be able to present the report of a Trust which is rendering humanitarian 
service for the children who need the most. Digital education has been our main means to deliver 
this service as existing teachers and teaching learning materials are found wanting in terms of 
quality and effectiveness (more so for first generation learners) in most cases. This renders a wide 
discrimination in quality of education received by different strata of the society. This inequality will 
turn even more skewed in not-so-distant future in view of hugely aggravated enrolment of 
students and scarcity of teachers. So digital education is possibly the only solution, we reckon.  
 
English being the major pain area of the underprivileged, we have been able to deliver a software 
for learning English for free. And we are in constant endeavour to upgrade the contents and 
enlarge the ambit of students by adding different Indian languages to learn English through. 
English CourseTutor will play equally important role as a language is better learnt by listening. All 
the more, when the students find their syllabus contents being pronounced and discussed on, they 
will be even more interested.  
 
Our equal focus would remain on content delivery as the underprivileged class is unlikely to access 
Abheda English or other contents – although free – on their own. Building more Abheda eSchools 
and publicising the products adequately through other means will settle this issue, we suppose. 
 
Finally let me thank each and every one for giving me this envious opportunity to present the 5th 
Annual Report of Abheda Foundation. 
 
         

 
 

Biswajit Mitra 

Managing Trustee 

Abheda Foundation 


